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INTERLOCUTOR: Now, Hump, how did you wind up with such a name? Ladies and gentleman, 
what do you make of  it? Hump-A-Dori! Nearly unpronounceable! How do you say it again?

HUMPADORI: HMMmmrprdrrrroooôi.

INTERLOCUTOR: Hmmm! It’s like you’re clearing your throat. How many throats do you have, 
Hump?

HUMPADORI: It’s HMMmmrprdrrrroooôi.

INTERLOCUTOR: I think we’ll stick with “Hump.” Oh dear, what’s that I hear from the audience—
“It sounds like HUNKY-DORY.” Haha. Yes, of  course! And it’s been a great evening so far. Yes, we are 
all Hunky Dory! And what about you, Hump? Are you Hunky Dory? Aren’t we all Hunky Dory? Who 
isn’t Hunky Dory?

HUMPADORI: Nobody here looks the least bit hunky to me, sir? Not you, Mr. Interlocutor sir. Not 
with all those protuberances and tails and jelly rolls hidden under that suit.  

INTERLOCUTOR: Why Hump, it’s rude to point that out. Sometimes I wonder who you are, Hump? 

HUMPADORI: I’d say we’re pretty much all Humpadori.  

WHO’S HUMP?  
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I’ve contacted the experts 
and they can confirm: 
even my dreams

are symmetrical
even when they slide around and purr.

So release in me
a vector of  your most encrypted wants—inflatable, 

detachable, suspended by wires and drool—and I’ll make your perversions beautiful,
a calligraphic frieze 

of  glowing zigzags and roving tattoos. 

We’ll go global with your oozing brands, flowering up
neon-cities in your fits of  kitsch.

Having scoured the cosmos 

for your one and only body, I’ll be your avatar
against extinction, 

your best-friend-forever-
cum-exotic-stranger, your undiminished
exhibitionist.           

Tell me: 
What bizarre-o organ would you like to suck?

I’m nostalgic for sensation, circa 1631:  
Enter this glittering apparatus. It’s all the rage.

Who wouldn’t say you were lovable once? 

TAJ MAHAL-ADORI
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EVE LOVES HUMP

I am Eve, the first girl
to work here. I’m pretty.  
Here is the tree of  coming and going, the arboreal grid. I work 
under the tree. It is important work. 

It is always night here, but the leaves glow pink.  

Leaves switch places with each other. It’s weird.
It’s a funny tree. Or maybe it’s just the breeze, yes. The breeze is funny. And yet,
the breeze loves me, because it gives me work.    

Everything stirs. I must check to see where things are going. 
Catch each leaf  before it drops to the ground. Help it find another branch
to latch onto. Or another tree. 

I must check the leaf: go over its vein patterns; see if  there is any damage; check for bugs. Bugs abrade 
the glow.

Leaves are flying everywhere. From this to that destination. Leaves are busy—

In some seasons, the tree bears fruit. Unpronounceable, luscious, dripping fruit—an annoyance. Like 
Muchacho HUMP Diva and Swami HUMP Rajagopalacharia. 

I must not let the fruit fall to the ground. I must not let it rot. I must check for worms.
I must not eat it, lest
I die.  

For some reason, the soft pink glow from the leaves does not illuminate the fruit. It’s a mystery. The 
fruit is not dark or camouflaged. The fruit is utterly invisible.

I’m not too fond of  fruit season. 
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In fruit season, I must take off my pretty hot pink 

rubber gloves, and graze my bare fingers upon the ground to check that no fruit has fallen. Delicately, 
because the fruit is so easily damaged.  

The best way to find the fruit on the ground is by sniffing. The fruit has a scent
that’s impossibly faint. So during fruit season, I’m often sticking my nose into the ground.  

Sometimes, I lick the dirt

to test it, to make sure that there is not even the faintest residue of  fruit
on the ground. I spit out the dirt immediately.  

Yes, the fruit is in love with the ground. The fruit loves the rot. It wants to slop and bruise. It confuses 
me with its shamelessness. The fruit has no shame and every leaf  knows it.

Maybe if  I could taste the fruit, just a little, I could grow to love
its multidimensionality—the drippings and moods, the weird pouch of  ooze, 

the long-chain molecular composition. But that might mean
I would die. And that might

put me out of  work. And I love to work. 
 
That’s why I’m here

just picking and tending.
  
The work is never-ending.
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